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Covers all your testing and inspection needs to help you pass
your exams on City & Guilds 2391 and EAL 600/4338/6 and
600/4340/4 and Part P courses. Entirely up to date with the
18th Edition IET Wiring Regulations Step-by-step descriptions
and photographs of the tests show exactly how to carry them
out Completion of inspection and test certification and
periodic reporting Fault finding techniques Testing 3 phase
and single phase motors Supporting video footage of the
tests contained in this book are available on the companion
website This book covers everything you need to learn about
inspection and testing, with clear reference to the latest
updates to the legal requirements and wiring regulations. It
answers all of your questions on the basics of inspection and
testing, using clear and easy to remember language, along
with sample questions and scenarios as they will be
encountered in the exams. Christopher Kitcher tells you what
tests are needed and describes them in a step-by-step
manner with the help of colour photographs and the
accompanying website. All of the theory required for passing
the inspecting and testing element of all electrical installation
qualifications along with the AM2, City & Guilds 2391
certificate and the EAL 600/4338/6 and 600/4340/4
qualifications is contained within this easy-to-follow guide –
along with some top tips to help you pass the exam itself.
With a strong focus on the practical element of inspection and
testing for NVQs or apprenticeships, this is also an ideal
reference tool for experienced electricians and those working
in allied industries on domestic and industrial installations.
www.routledge.com/cw/kitcher provides a large bank of
helpful video demonstrations, multiple choice questions to
test your learning, and further supporting materials.
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This is the best-selling definitive guide to the wiring
regulations -- BS7671. Now updated and in its sixth edition,
the book takes into account all the latest regulations,
providing working tables and examples for practising
engineers and electricians. First published over 16 years ago,
this book has been used by many colleges and teachers of
BTEC, City and Guilds and NVQ electrical courses.
This is an indispensable guide for all those working with any
temporary power system, including those at: * agricultural
shows and outdoor fairs * concerts * theatrical events * film
and TV broadcasting * exhibitions * festivals * temporary
buildings and structures
This popular guide clarifies the requirements for inspection
and testing, explaining in clear language those parts of the
IET Wiring Regulations that most need simplifying. In addition
to the descriptive and diagrammatic test methods that are
required, explanations of the theory and reasoning behind
test procedures are given, together with useful tables for the
comparison of test results. The book also provides essential
information on the completion of electrical installation
certificates, with a step-by-step guide on the entries that need
to be made and where to source data. With the content
suitable for both City & Guilds and EAL Inspection and
Testing courses and containing a sample MCQ paper and
answers, it is also an ideal revision guide. Fully up to date
with the latest amendments to the 18th Edition of the IET
Wiring Regulations. Simplifies the advice found in the Wiring
Regulations, explaining how they apply to working practice for
inspection, testing and certification. Expert advice from an
engineering training consultant, supported with colour
diagrams, examples and key data.
Ugly’s Electrical References, 2020 Edition is the gold
standard on-the-job reference tool of choice for electrical
industry professionals. Offering the most pertinent, up-to-date
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information used by electricians, including: updated NEC
code and table change information, mathematical formulas,
NEMA wiring configurations, conduit bending guide, ampacity
and conduit fill information, transformer and control circuit
wiring diagrams, and conversion tables. New Features of this
Edition: • Updated to reflect changes to the 2020 National
Electrical Code (NEC) • Expanded coverage of the following
topics: o Junction Box size calculations o Selecting, testing,
and using multimeters to measure voltage, resistance, and
current o Selecting, testing, and using a clamp-on ammeter to
measure current o Selecting, testing, and using a non-contact
voltage tester
This new Routledge Pocket Book provides a user-friendly
guide to the latest amendments to the 18th Edition of IET
Wiring Regulations (BS 7671:2018). This Pocket Book
contains topic-based chapters that link areas of working
practice with the specifics of the Regulations themselves. The
requirements of the Regulations are presented in an informal,
easy-to-read style that strips away confusion. Packed with
useful hints and tips that highlight the most important or
mandatory requirements, the book is a concise reference on
all aspects of the 18th edition of the IET Wiring Regulations.
This handy guide provides an on-the-job reference source for
Electricians, Designers, Service Engineers, Inspectors,
Builders and Students.
The Student's Guide to the IET Wiring Regulations is
designed for students studying for a career in the
electrotechnical industry. The content will enhance the
reader's understanding of the IET Wiring Regulations and
how to interpret them, as well as integrating with current
qualifications being delivered. The simple format, using
diagrams and examples, provides students with guidance to
navigate their way through the information available in BS
7671 while studying electrical courses. The book provides
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information on various acts and regulations that students will
need to know throughout their studies and into their careers,
including easy to understand guidance designed to develop
practical abilities and understanding of simple circuits.
The book provides step-by-step guidance on the design of
electrical installations, from domestic installation final circuit
design to fault level calculations for LV systems. Amendment
3 publishes on 5 January 2015 and comes into effect on 1
July 2015. All new installations from this point must comply
with Amendment 3 to BS 7671:2008. Updated to include the
new requirements in Amendment 3 to BS 7671:2008, the
Electrical Installation Design Guide,/I> reflects important
changes expected to: * Definitions throughout the
Regulations * Earth fault loop impedances for all protective
devices

This authoritative, best-selling guide has been
extensively updated with the new technical
requirements of the IET Wiring Regulations (BS
7671: 2008) Amendment No. 1:2011, also known as
the IET Wiring Regulations 17th Edition. With clear
description, it provides a practical interpretation of
the amended regulations – effective January 2012 –
offers real solutions to the problems that can occur in
practice. This revised edition features: new material
on hot topics such as electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC), harmonics, surge protective devices, and
new special locations including medical locations,
and operative or maintenance gangways; highlights
the changes that have been made in this latest
Amendment and their impact in practice; examples
of how to comply with the Wiring Regulations; fullyPage 4/25
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integrated colour including sixty brand new colour
illustrations, twenty tables and new high-quality
photographs. This essential guide retains its handy
format, ideal for practicing electricians, trainee
electricians and apprentices to carry with them for
quick reference. It is a valuable resource for all users
of BS 7671 who want to understand the background
to the Regulations; electrical engineers and
technicians, installation and design engineers,
consulting and building services engineers, also
dedicated inspectors and testers.
Guide to the Wiring Regulations 17th Edition IEE
Wiring Regulations (BS 7671: 2008) Darrell Locke
IEng MIEE ACIBSE, Electrical Contractors'
Association, UK Essential for electrical installers and
installation designers, the IEE Wiring Regulations
(BS 7671) have been completely restructured and
updated for the first time in over a decade: this 17th
Edition of the IEE Wiring Regulations (BS 7671:
2008) will come into effect in June 2008. Guide to
the Wiring Regulations is an authoritative and
accessible guide to the 17th Edition, illustrating the
changes and providing real solutions to the problems
that can often occur with practical interpretation.
Written and developed by the Electrical Contractors’
Association, Guide to the Wiring Regulations brings
a wealth of experience to the subject and offers clear
explanations of the changes in the standard. Starting
with full coverage of the legal requirements the book
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then goes on to: provide extensive advice on circuit
design, selection and erection, wiring systems,
earthing and bonding; explore the additional
requirements of the Standard for protection against
voltage disturbances and implementation of
measures against electromagnetic influences (EMC);
elaborate on the alterations to the inspection and
testing requirements; feature practical information on
the new special locations included in the 17th
Edition, particularly exhibitions, shows and stands,
floor and ceiling heating systems, mobile or
transportable units and photovoltaic power systems;
highlight the changes made in the new edition to
existing special locations, including bathrooms,
swimming pools, agricultural and horticultural
premises and caravan/camping parks. Guide to the
Wiring Regulations is an outstanding resource for all
users of the 17th Edition IEE Wiring Regulations (BS
7671: 2008) including electricians who want a better
understanding of the theory behind the Standard,
electrical technicians, installation engineers, design
engineers, and apprentices. Both trainees and
practitioners will find this guide indispensable for
understanding the impact of the changes introduced
in the 17th Edition (BS 7671: 2008). Additional
supporting material is available at
www.wiley.com/go/eca_wiringregulations
This book has for many years been the standard
guide to the practical aspects of domestic electrical
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wiring. It explains how to carry out work safely and
correctly in a step-by-step manner. Essential reading
for anyone obtaining a Domestic Installer Scheme
Qualification which relates to Part P of the Building
Regulations, this title also acts as a handy pocket
guide to best practice for electricians. Although not
intended as a DIY manual, non-qualified persons will
also find this book useful reading. The how-to-guide
for home wiring to professional standards Essential
reading for serious DIY, electrical installation,
plumbing, heating systems, TV and security alarm
installation Up to date with the latest IET Wiring
Regulations
Everything needed to pass the first part of the City &
Guilds 2365 Diploma in Electrical Installations. Basic
Electrical Installation Work will be of value to
students taking the first year course of an electrical
installation apprenticeship, as well as lecturers
teaching it. The book provides answers to all of the
2365 syllabus learning outcomes, and one chapter is
dedicated to each of the five units in the City &
Guilds course. This edition is brought up to date and
in line with the 18th Edition of the IET Regulations: It
can be used to support independent learning or a
college based course of study Full-colour diagrams
and photographs explain difficult concepts and clear
definitions of technical terms make the book a quick
and easy reference Extensive online material on the
companion website www.routledge.com/cw/linsley
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helps both students and lecturers
Designed to provide a step-by-step guide to
successful application of the electrical installation
calculations required in day-to-day electrical
engineering practice, the Electrical Installation
Calculations series has proved an invaluable
reference for over forty years, for both apprentices
and professional electrical installation engineers
alike. Now in its eighth edition, Volume 1 has been
fully updated in line with the 17th Edition IEE Wiring
Regulations (BS 7671:2008) and references the
material covered to the Wiring Regs throughout. The
content meets the requirements of the 2330 Level 2
Certificate in Electrotechnical Technology from City
& Guilds. Essential calculations which may not
necessarily feature as part of the requirements of the
syllabus are retained for reference by professional
electrical installation engineers based in industry, or
for those students wishing to progress to higher
levels of study. The book's structure and new design
make finding the required calculation easy. Key
terms are explained in a glossary section and
worked examples and exercises are included
throughout the text to maximise accessibility of the
material for the reader. A complete question and
answer section is included at the back of the book to
enable readers to check their understanding of the
calculations presented. Also available: Electrical
Installation Calculations Volume 2, 7th edn, by
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Watkins & Kitcher - the calculations required for
advanced electrical installation work and Level 3
study and apprenticeships.
Full coverage of testing and inspection methods,
helping you to pass City & Guilds, EAL, AM2 and
other related assessments Entirely up to date with
the Third Amendment of the 17th Edition IET Wiring
Regulations amendments Step-by-step descriptions,
photos and online videos of the tests show exactly
how to carry them out Covers City & Guilds 2394,
2395, 2396, EAL 600/4338/6 and 600/4340/4, and
Part P assessments This book covers everything
students need to learn about inspection and testing
in order to pass their exams, containing clear
reference to the latest legal requirements. All of the
theory required in order to pass the City & Guilds
2394, 2395 and 2396 certificates, EAL 600/4338/6
and 600/4340/4 is explained in clear, easy to
remember language along with sample questions
and scenarios as encountered in the exams. It will
also help prepare students on Part P Competent
Person courses, City & Guilds Level 3 courses,
NVQs and apprenticeship programmes for their
practical inspection and testing exam. With its focus
on the practical side of inspection and testing rather
than just the requirements of the regulations, this
book is ideal for students, experienced electricians
and those working in allied industries on domestic
and industrial installations.
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This popular guide focuses on common
misconceptions in the application of the Wiring
Regulations. It explains in clear language those parts
of the Regs that most need simplifying, outlining the
correct procedures to follow and those to avoid.
Emphasis has been placed on areas where
confusion and misinterpretation is common, such as
earthing and bonding, circuit design and protection,
and in particular the increased use of RCDs. It is an
affordable reference for all electrical contractors and
other workers involved in electrical installations. It
will enable safe and efficient compliance and help
answer queries quickly to ensure work complies with
the latest version of the Wiring Regulations. With the
coverage carefully matched to the syllabus of the
City & Guilds Certificate in the Requirements for
Electrical Installations (2382-10 and 2382-20) and
containing sample exam questions and answers, it is
also an ideal revision guide. Brian Scaddan, I Eng,
MIET, is a consultant for and an Honorary Member
of City & Guilds. He has over 35 years' experience in
Further Education and training. He is Director of
Brian Scaddan Associates Ltd, an approved City and
Guilds and NICEIC training centre offering courses
on all aspects of Electrical Installation Contracting
including the C&G 2382 series. He is also a leading
author of books on electrical installation. * Fully up-todate with the 17th Edition IEE Wiring Regulations
and the C&G 2382 syllabus * Simplifies the advice
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found in the Regs, explaining what they mean in
actual working practice * Expert advice from an
engineering training consultant, supported with
colour diagrams, examples and key data
The IET Wiring Regulations are of interest to all
those concerned with the design, installation and
maintenance of electric wiring in buildings. The
market includes electricians, electrical contractors,
consultants, local authorities, surveyors and
architects. This book will also be of interest to
professional engineers, as well as students at
university and further education colleges. All users of
the IET Wiring Regulations need to be aware of the
coming changes in the 18th Edition (BS 7671:2018).
This is intended to come into effect on 1st January
2019, although industry needs to start preparing for
this from its point of publication (2nd July 2018).
The Electrician's Guide to Fire Detection and Fire
Alarm Systems, 3rd Edition is ideal for individuals
involved in the design and installation of fire
detection systems as part of electrical installations. It
offers information, advice, and guidance on
managing BS 7671 and BS 5839 requirements. This
Guide is an essential publication for all fire alarm
designers, installers, specifiers, electricians,
electrical contractors, installation designers and
students in further education and/or professional
training. Key Features include: Ideal for individuals
involved in the design and installation of fire
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detection systems as part of electrical installations
Includes essential advice on special fire risk,
systems design and integration, and installation
competency Provides information, advice and
guidance on managing BS 7671:2018 and BS 5839
requirements Updated to accommodate the
changes, revisions and new information made to
IET's 18th Edition, BS 7671:2018 regulations
Updated to include changes, revision and new
information added to the BS 5839-1 and BS 5839-6
requirements An essential publication for all fire
alarm designers, installers, specifiers, electricians,
electrical contractors, installation designers and
students in further education and/or professional
training
Read Kenneth E. Hagin's stirring testimony of dying,
going to hell, and being brought back to life to fulfill
God's plan for his life.
This book covers all the basics of inspection and
testing and clearly explains all the legal
requirements. It not only tells you what tests are
needed but also describes all of them step-by-step
with the help of colour photos. Sample forms show
how to verify recorded test results and how to certify
and fill in the required documentation. The book is
also packed with handy advice on how to avoid and
solve common problems encountered on the job.
With its focus on the practical side of the actual
inspection and testing rather than just the
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requirements of the regulations, this book is ideal for
students, experienced electricians and those working
in allied industries, such as plumbers and heating
specialists, kitchen and bathroom fitters, alarm
installers and others, whether they are working on
domestic or industrial installations. All the theory
required for passing the City & Guilds Level 3
Certificate in Inspection, Testing and Certification of
Electrical Installations (2391-01) is covered. The
book also includes sample questions and scenarios
as encountered in the exams. Questions encourage
readers to research answers in the On-Site Guide,
as required in the exams for Part P Competent
Person courses from EAL, NICEIC, NAPIT, BPEC
and others. Model answers are provided for all
questions. The book will also help prepare students
on City & Guilds 2330 Level 3 courses, NVQs and
apprenticeship programmes for their practical
inspection and testing exams. Chris Kitcher is an
Electrical Installation lecturer at Central Sussex
College and has 45 years of experience in the
electrical industry.
Wiring Systems and Fault Finding for Installation
Electricians is a handy reference guide that deals
with an area of practice which many students and
technicians find particularly challenging. The
readership of this book includes installation and
plumbing contractors, heating engineers, and
anyone who needs to be able to trace faults in
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circuits, whether they be in domestic, commercial or
industrial systems. Coverage includes the
interpretation of circuit diagrams, wiring systems,
and the principles and practice of testing and fault
diagnosis. Applications focused on include heating
systems and intruder alarms. The third edition of this
popular guide has updated and expanded coverage
of testing and fault-finding techniques. New sections
cover shock risk, safe isolation, and basic electrical
theory. It has also been brought into line with the
latest revisions to the IEE Wiring Regulations
(BS7671:2001). Brian Scaddan is a Chief Examiner
and Honorary Member of City and Guilds. He has
over 30 years' experience in Further Education, and
is now Director of Brian Scaddan Associates,
Engineering Training Consultants. He is a leading
author of books on electrical installation, inspection
and testing, including IEE Wiring Regulations:
Explained and Illustrated and Electrical Installation
Work.
This best-selling text has been revised to reflect the
requirements of the 17th Edition of the IEEWiring
Regulations (BS 7671: 2008). It includes essential
information on the new rules applied to special
installations or locations, such as bathrooms,
swimming pool locations, camping/caravan sites,
marinas, exhibition and show locations, solar
photovoltaic power supply systems, and floor and
ceiling heating systems, amongst others. It presents
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clear explanations on inspection, testing, certification
and reporting, test instruments and test methods, as
well as covering: electricity, the law, standards and
codes of practice; assessment of general
characteristics; protection against electric shock,
thermal effects, overcurrent, undervoltage and
overvoltage; isolation and switching; the common
rules of equipment selection; switchgear, protective
devices and other equipment; wiring systems
(including the external influences on them and cable
installation methods); protective conductors, earthing
and protective bonding; supplies for safety services;
the smaller installation, and; specialised installations,
such as outdoor lighting, installations in churches,
multi-occupancy blocks of flats. These topics are
addressed with pertinent regulation numbers, and a
useful appendix lists the relevant Standards.
Background guidance and worked examples are
provided where appropriate. Like the earlier editions
of this text, this new edition will be a useful aid for
designers, installers and verifiers of electrical
installations, students of the industry wishing to gain
better understanding of the many facets of electrical
safety, and ‘duty holders’ as defined by the
Electricity at Work Regulations 1989.
For more than 30 years, students and practising
electricians have relied on John Whitfield to guide
them through the complexities of the Wiring
Regulations. Unlike other publications, it does not
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assume that readers are fully conversant with
electrical theory. It assumes just a basic knowledge
and introduces technical matter with brief easy-tounderstand explanations. His Guide is a recognised
brand, has consistently been a bestseller and
regarded as THE guide to the Wiring Regulations.
This 4th Edition covers Amendment 3:2015,
regarded as ‘potentially life-saving’, which comes
into effect July 2015. As in earlier editions, all useful
relevant details derived from other IET publications
such as Guidance Notes, Wiring Matters, which
might otherwise be overlooked by electricians, are
included. Importantly the Guide also benefits from
the most up-to-date, hands-on expertise provided by
the co-author, Andrew Hay-Ellis, whose credentials
are second-to-none. He is an established author of
vocational electrical books and, amongst other
functions, is a Chief Examiner at City & Guilds.
This revised edition of the IEE On-Site Guide reflects
updates included in the latest edition of the IEE
Wiring Regulations (17th edition) 2008. The On-Site
Guide is intended to enable the competent
electrician to deal with small installations (up to 100
A, 3-phase). It provides essential information in a
convenient, easy to use form, avoiding the need for
detailed calculation.
This well established handbook, written and
sponsored by the Electrical Contractors' Association
and Select (formerly the Electrical Contractors'
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Association of Scotland), provides a detailed,
authoritative guide to the Wiring Regulations, BS
7671: Requirements for Electrical Installations. As
the regulations are not drafted by topic, the
handbook will be particularly useful in guiding
designers, installers, inspectors and testers round
the various requirements. It gives practical guidance
on how to approach new installations, extensions to
existing installations, and the more extensive testing
and inspection which are required. The handbook
has been revised to take account of amendments
introduced by BS 7671:2001 effective from 1
January 2002. The most significant changes are: ·
chapter 13 rewritten to include three sections on
protection for safety, design and selection of
electrical equipment · a new chapter 44 on
overvoltage protection · a new chapter 48 on high
fire risk situations · revisions to the requirements on
rooms containing a bath or shower · new earthing
requirements for the installation of equipment with
high protective conductor outlets
This book is essential reading for anyone studying
towards Domestic Installer status with an approval
body such as NICEIC, NAPIT or ELECSA, in line
with Part P of the Building Regulations, and also
serves as a handy pocket guide to best practice for
electricians. Although not intended as a DIY manual,
non-qualified persons will also find it useful reading.
The how-to guide for home wiring to professional
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standards. Now with more on LED lighting. Essential
reading for serious DIY, electrical installation, basic
plumbing, heating systems, TV and security alarm
installation. Up to date with the 18th Edition of the
IET Wiring Regulations.
This newly updated edition of Wiring Regulations in
Brief provides a user-friendly guide to the newest
amendments to BS 7671 and the IET Wiring
Regulations. Topic-based chapters link areas of
working practice – such as earthing, cables,
installations, testing and inspection, and special
locations – with the specifics of the Regulations
themselves. This allows quick and easy identification
of the official requirements relating to the situation in
front of you. The requirements of the regulations,
and of related standards, are presented in an
informal, easy-to-read style to remove confusion.
Packed with useful hints and tips, and highlighting
the most important or mandatory requirements, this
book is a concise reference on all aspects of the
eighteenth edition of the IET Wiring Regulations.
This handy guide provides an on-the-job reference
source for electricians, designers, service engineers,
inspectors, builders, and students.
This Guide provides clarity on the technical and
practical requirements of BS 7671:2018 The IET
Wiring Regulations 18th Edition and BS 7909:2011
Code of Practice for temporary electrical systems for
entertainment and related purposes that are relevant
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to all those working with temporary power systems.
This book builds on the basic knowledge and
techniques covered in 16th Edition IEE Wiring
Regulations Explained and Illustrated, providing the
information and revision materials needed for the
City & Guilds 2400 (Design, Erection and Verification
of Electrical Installations) exam. All Qualifying
Managers will be required to gain this qualification,
and Brian Scaddan's book is the ideal text for all
students undertaking C&G 2400 courses.
This book provides a thorough, practical guide to the
Wiring Regulations BS 7671 : 2001. It features in
particular: ? worked design examples ? extensive
tabular material and checklists ? numerous
illustrations ? particular attention to the subjects of
inspection, testing, verification, certification and
reporting ? NICEIC specimen certificates and other
forms ? guidance on specialised installations The
Third Edition has been updated to take account of
the 2001 amendments to the Wiring Regulations,
including revisions on: - protection against
overcurrent - isolation and switching - zoning
requirements for locations containing a bath or
shower - construction site installations - highway
power supplies and street furniture and equipment
This popular guide provides an understanding of
basic design criteria and calculations, along with
current inspection and testing requirements and
explains how to meet the requirements of the IEE
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Wiring Regulations. The book explains in clear
language those parts of the regulations that most
need simplifying. There are common misconceptions
regarding bonding, voltages, disconnection times
and sizes of earthing conductors. This book clarifies
the requirements and outlines the correct procedures
to follow. It is an affordable reference for all electrical
contractors, technicians and other workers involved
in designing and testing electrical installations. It will
answer queries quickly and help ensure work
complies with the latest version of the Wiring
Regulations. With the coverage carefully matched to
the syllabus of the City & Guilds Certificate in
Design, Erection and Verification of Electrical
Installations (2391-20) and containing sample exam
questions and answers, it is also an ideal revision
guide. Brian Scaddan, I Eng, MIET, is a consultant
for and an Honorary Member of City & Guilds. He
has over 35 years’ experience in Further Education
and training. He is Director of Brian Scaddan
Associates Ltd, an approved City and Guilds and
NICEIC training centre offering courses on all
aspects of Electrical Installation Contracting
including the C&G 2391 series. He is also a leading
author of books on electrical installation.
A practical and highly popular guide for electrical
contractors of small installations, now fully revised in
accordance with the latest wiring regulations The
book is a clearly written practical guide on how to
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design and complete a range of electrical installation
projects in a competitive manner, while ensuring full
compliance with the new Wiring Regulations
(updated late 2008). The updated regulations
introduced changes in terminology, such as ‘basic’
and ‘fault protection’, and also changed the
regulation numbers. This new edition reflects these
changes. It discusses new sections covering
domestic, commercial, industrial and agricultural
projects, including material on marinas, caravan
sites, and small scale floodlighting. This book
provides guidance on certification and test methods,
with full attention given to electrical safety
requirements. Other brand new sections cover
protective measures, additional protection by means
of RCDs, the new cable guidelines for thin wall
partitions and Part P of the Building Regulations.
Provides simple, practical guidance on how to
design electrical installation projects, including
worked examples and case studies Covers new
cable guidelines and Part P of the Building
Regulations (Electrical Installations) in line with 17th
edition of the Wiring Regulations BS 7671:2008 New
chapters on protective measures and additional
protection by means of RCDs (residual current
devices) Features new wiring projects such as
marinas, caravan sites and small scale floodlighting
and street lighting Fully illustrated, including
illustrations new to the fourth edition
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IEE On-Site GuideIncluding AmdInstitution of
Electrical Engineers
Brian Scaddan's Electrical Installation Work explains
in detail how and why electrical installations are
designed, installed and tested. You will be guided in
a logical, topic by topic progression through all the
areas required to complete the City and Guilds 2357
Diploma in Electrotechnical Technology. Rather than
following the order of the syllabus, this approach will
make it easy to quickly find and learn all you need to
know about individual topics and will make it an
invaluable resource after you've completed your
course. With a wealth of colour pictures, clear layout,
and numerous diagrams and figures providing visual
illustration, mastering difficult concepts will be a
breeze. This new edition is closely mapped to the
new City and Guilds 2357 Diploma and includes a
mapping grid to its learning outcomes. It is also fully
aligned to the 17th Edition Wiring Regulations.
Electrical Installation Work is an indispensable
resource for electrical trainees of all ability levels,
both during their training and once qualified. Brian
Scaddan, I Eng, MIET, is a consultant for and an
Honorary Member of City and Guilds. He has over
35 years' experience in Further Education and
training. He is Director of Brian Scaddan Associates
Ltd, an approved City and Guilds and NICEIC
training centre offering courses on all aspects of
Electrical Installation Contracting including the City
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and Guilds 2382, 2391, 2392, 2377 series and
NICEIC DISQ courses. He is also a leading author of
books on electrical installation.
Guidance Note 3: Inspection & Testing is a
fundamental guidance book for all those involved
with the testing and inspection of electrical
installations. It also contains essential guidance for
those studying for inspection and testing
qualifications and has been fully updated to BS
7671:2018. The 18th Edition of the IET Wiring
Regulations published in July 2018 and came into
effect in January 2019. Changes from the previous
edition include requirements concerning Surge
Protection Devices, Arc Fault Detection Devices and
the installation of electric vehicle charging equipment
as well as many other areas.
The Code of Practice for Electric Vehicle Charging
Equipment Installation, 3rd Edition has been updated
to align with the current requirements of BS 7671.
This includes updated guidance on the electrical
installation requirements of BS 7671:2018 (Section
722 Electric vehicle charging installations) to be
published in July 2018. The Code of Practice
provides an overview of electric vehicle charging
equipment, considerations needed prior to
installation, physical installation requirements,
relevant electrical installation requirements of BS
7671:2018 and specific requirements when installing
electric vehicle charging equipment in location's such
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as dwellings, on-street locations, commercial and
industrial premises. Also included are useful
installation checklists and risk assessment
templates. Therefore this publication provided useful
guidance for anyone interested in the installation of
electric vehicle charging points. This is a practical
guide for use by anyone planning to install electric
vehicle charging equipment. It provides specific
electrical installation requirements for electrical
contractors as well as essential guidance for anyone
planning to specify, procure or manage the
installation of such equipment.
Electrician's Guide to the Building Regulations
includes the latest guidance on third-party
certification schemes and covers relevant parts of
the Building Regulations, including Fire Safety,
Ventilation and Conservation of Energy. This guide
has been fully updated to BS 7671:2018. The 18th
Edition of the IET Wiring Regulations published in
July 2018 and came into effect in January 2019.
Changes from the previous edition include
requirements concerning Surge Protection Devices,
Arc Fault Detection Devices and the installation of
electric vehicle charging equipment as well as many
other areas.
This is the 4th edition of the IET's Code of Practice
for Inservice Inspection and Testing of Electrical
Equipment. The book has been revised to take
account of the PAT aspects of Professor Löfstedt's
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report and the HSE view that promotes a
proportionate riskbased approach when assessing
the safety of electrical equipment and appliances.
This will help users, those responsible for the
equipment and testers of the equipment to maintain
safety. HSE encourages the adoption of this
approach and the changes will also be reflected in
the City & Guilds 2377 course. The Code of Practice
enables duty holders to understand the requirements
placed on them in law to maintain electrical
equipment, using correct documentation, that falls
under their control and to understand what
inspection and testing involves. It also gives
guidance to those carrying out inservice inspection
and testing of electrical equipment (PAT).
Following publication of the new version of The 16th
Edition IEE Wiring Regulations in 2001 (BS7671:
2001), The IEE On-site Guide has also now been
revised. The guide is a practical guide to the Wiring
Regulations and is the adopted text for many college
and training courses for electricians / electrical
installation.
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